
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
The EZYTAIL is a 675mm long hardened poly mould that slides 
onto the resin steel like a sleeve, the EZYTAIL is a depth 
indicator for the jumbo operator to prevent over or under 
drilling the resin bolt hole to ensure the quality of the install. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 
The success of any ground support system depends on the design and 
the correct installation of the support units. The EZYTAIL takes the 
doubt and inconsistencies out of the quality of the resin bolt installation 
process ensuring the resin bolt is installed to the correct standard. 

Some examples of the inconsistencies below. 

Over Drilled Hole Under Drilled Hole Correct Length Hole 
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OVER DRILLED HOLE 
An over drilled hole may result in the two part resin not being mixed 
correctly during the rock bolt installation. 

The resin capsule is often pushed to the back of the hole by the rock bolt 
and left un mixed. This can result in ‘gloving’ and over and under 
tensioning of the rock bolt. 

There is no indicator or way of monitoring if this has occurred. 

UNDER DRILLED HOLE 
Under drilling a resin bolt support hole may result in either under or over 
tensioning of the rock bolt. 

The indicator for an under drilled hole is and excessively long bolt tail, this 
creates other hazards associated with protruding objects and potential for 
damage to equipment along with not fully utilising the full potential of the 
resin bolt.  

Often resulting in the jumbo returning to replace the incorrectly installed 
bolts.  

CORRECT LENGHT HOLE 
The correct length hole will result in fully encapsulated resin bolt as it was 
designed to be installed, with an optimal bolt tail of 50mm to 150mm and 
a safer work environment.  

The EZYTAIL address all the issues relating too over and under drilling 
the resin bolt holes and a quality assurance on arguably to most 
important process underground, the ground support of the mine.  

The EZYTAIL will not only improve the quality of your ground support, 
but with time saved completing rework, damage from incorrectly 
installed bolt tails and the reduction in drill metres the EZYTAIL will save 
you money.
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HOW DOES THE EZYTAIL 
WORK.  
The EZYTAIL simply slides onto the 
steel like a sleeve resting against the 
base of the steel near the coupling. 

The EZYTAIL is a bright highly visible 
675mm yellow sleeve that indicates to 
the  jumbo operator as it approaches 
the rock surface to stop drilling the 
hole at the perfect length for correct 
installation.  

The EZYTAIL is suitable for both 2.4 
and 3.0 metre resin bolts. 

2.425m 

675mm
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Drill per metre 
costs

Drill metres saved 
per hole    30 Holes 45 Holes 60 Holes

$2.25 500mm $33.75 $50.63 $67.50

$2.50 500mm $37.50 $56.25 $75.00

$2.75 500mm $41.25 $61.88 $82.50

$3.00 500mm $45.00 $67.50 $90.00

 Simple, effective and easy to use,  

 Improves the quality of resin bolt install, ensuring     
 full encapsulation of the bolt,  

 Eliminates rework, Jumbo utilisation replacing     
 incorrectly installed resin bolts,  

 Reduce hazards associated with long resin bolt tail     
 lengths, 

 Improves the safety of the underground mine, 

See table below, drill cost savings using the EZYTAIL. 

Key Benefits 
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WHERE TO GET THE EZYTAIL.  

EZYTAIL can be purchased through the following suppliers or directly 
through Ezy Mining Solutions.  

Sam Thomas  
0422 928 066 
sam@mesafe.com.au

Anthony Bascombe 
0413 405 144  
abascombe@heatleys.com.au

Trent Nester 
0409 962 520 
trent@operationalgeotechs.com.au

Ashley Page  
0437 936 298 
ash@gms.net.au
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